
Lawler  Plans  To  Return  At
10/16 Smackdown
Jerry Lawler Is Back

 

If  he manages to do that, that’s pretty awesome just five
weeks after a heart attack.

It’s Back!!!
Thank  goodness. I appreciate the effort from Fan vs. Fan but
to say the least, it didn’t quite fit. This is going to be
kind of a stopgap for awhile because I plan on having a new
design in the upcoming weeks, although this is going to be
100% designed and maintained by ME. It’ll look like a website
rather than a blog and if that doesn’t work, I’ll change it
back to this permanently.

As for differences, I’ll have to update all of the reviews I
did while I was on the other server, so that’ll take awhile
but I have them all ready to go. I’m hoping to have them all
back up by tomorrow at the latest.

Table of Contents will be updated regularly.

Hopefully I can update my Facebook page again.

I CAN SEE COMMENTS AGAIN!!!

Are there any other questions?
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Sin Cara Returns To Action
Source

Not much of a story but it’s the best I’ve got at midnight on
a Saturday.

Detailed Thoughts On Lesnar’s
Return
So last night Brock Lesnar returned to the WWE after an eight
year absence.  I didn’t really say much about it due to the
sake of time, so here are a few more thoughts on it. This is a
huge deal for WWE as it brings in a new set of fans in the
form  of  UFC  fans  who  watched  Brock  rampage  through  the
organization for a few years.  It’s pretty clear that’s the
main idea behind this and there’s nothing wrong with that. 
This broadens the fanbase a little as a lot of UFC fans are
old wrestling fans that got tired of the way the product was
going and jumped ship.  There aren’t many ways to get them
back other than to take some UFC talent, and that’s what they
did here.

Storyline wise this opens up a lot of doors, as Lesnar could
feud with anyone from Rock to Cena to Punk to Undertaker and
have some excellent matches with them.  Lesnar allegedly has
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signed a one year deal and should appear about every two
weeks,  which  is  more  than  enough  to  keep  people  watching
instead of the way Rock did it, where he’d show up about once
a month for the majority of a year. Lesnar offers something
fresh but familiar, but most importantly with Brock is he
could have a lot left in the tank.

This is something I find imporant: Brock is only 34 years
old.  By comparison, Sheamus is 34, Orton is 32, Punk is 33
and Cena is 34 (35 before the end of April).  No one would
call any of those guys over the hill, and Brock is a brand new
name to a large portion of these fans.  If WWE can convince
him to stay a little longer than the contract he has, there’s
a lot of potential to get there.

With Lesnar only appearing every few weeks, it keeps him fresh
while still keeping him familiar, which is very important. 
One of the reasons Cena became unpopular was because he’s
always on TV.  One of the reasons Rock stays popular is he’s
rarely on TV, but at the same time he was away enough that he
lost some of his luster.  Getting a ground in the middle is a
very  nice  touch,  and  most  importantly  you  can  still  push
stories without him there every week.

That brings us to the most talked about topic: what is Lesnar
going to do?  Well last night he attacked Cena, but the
problem is where do you have that match go down?  I really
wouldn’t like to wait four months for Summerslam for their
showdown.  That being said, for the life of me I can’t see
this match happening at Extreme Rules.  You also have to throw
in the wild card of The Rock, who Cena wanted to see last
night before he took the F5.  It seems that they’re leaving
the door open to decide what they’re going to do, which is in
contrast to last year where they announced the main event of
the  big  show  a  year  in  advance,  which  to  me  wasn’t  the
greatest idea.  This leaves them some options, which is a very
good thing for them.



Overall, Brock is a huge coup for WWE as they needed something
to bring in some old fans since Rock is probably not going to
be available full time.  That being said, they need to treat
Brock as well as they can.  WWE needs Lesnar WAY more than
Lesnar needs WWE, so do whatever he likes.  he’s not going to
return  full  time  because  he  doesn’t  need  to,  so  use  him
sparingly and in the right places.  Him vs. Cena is a dream
match, but I don’t know where they’re going with Cena at this
point as I don’t see the point in having him beat Lesnar. 
That’s the fun part about this: it’s not clear at all where
it’s going, which is the best thing you can have in wrestling.

Thoughts/predictions?

Brock Lesnar Returns To WWE
On Raw
He laid out Cena with an F5, so that’s either Wrestlemania or
Summerslam, unless they’re feeling really stupid. This is a
huge moment and I’m sure I’ll have more on it later, probably
with a proper post tomorrow.

Until then, thoughts/reactions on this?

Kane’s Return with the Mask
What do you think about this?
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I’m not sure how to take this yet.  Kane is one of my
favorites, but I’m really not sure what the point is in having
him (seemingly) come back as a heel.  It’s too early to tell
obviously but this could be kind of stupid.  It gives Cena
something else to do until probably the Rumble, but after that
I’m not sure.

 

As for the mask…..why?  He had his greatest run without it and
his second best run with the original.  This one now is like
the one he had in 02-03, when he had his worst results (no
world title).  Also, WE KNOW WHAT HE LOOKS LIKE.  There’s my
mystery to it at this point.

 

As for the talk of Kane vs. Taker III at Mania…..no.  ANYTHING
but that.

 

Your thoughts?

January 2 Return
Who do you think it is?  We’ve seen videos for it time after
time, but who do you think it is?

 

My  guess:  Unfortunately  I  think  it’ll  be  Jericho  or
Undertaker.  It’s a shame but I think those are the only
realistic options.  Jericho is a guy I wouldn’t mind coming
back,  but  i  want  him  as  a  face.   HIs  heel  stuff  is
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entertaining enough, but he comes off like a second class
level guy as a heel most of the time.  Losing to Cena like
5000 times didn’t help this.  Taker I’m just over at this
point.  Get to 20-0 already so he can retire.

 

Your thoughts?

HHH IS BACK!!!!
During Undertaker’s entrance Time To Play The Game hit and
it’s time for a staredown.  Nothing was said but they both
looked at the Mania sign.  Taker did the throat slit and HHH
did the crotch chop and the show went to a break with them
staring each other down.

Thoughts?
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